
 Geneva: humanitarian tradition and  
metropolitan flair. 

 Lausanne: host to the International  
Olympic Committee and a cultural hub. 

 Fribourg: A medieval town to be  
experienced actively.

 Bern: step directly from a UNESCO 
World Heritage into a brewery.

 Neuchâtel: immerse yourself in historical 
culture and architecture.

 La Chaux-de-Fonds: the global centre  
of the watchmaking industry.

 Lucerne: panoramic views, lakes and a 
host of sights in one location.

 Basel: a wealth of cultural highlights  
for connoisseurs. 

 Winterthur: a treasure trove of art,  
history and nature.

 Bellinzona: the city of unique castles. 

 Locarno: welcome to the warmest city  
in Switzerland.

 Ascona: enjoy the pavement cafés and 
warm climate on the lakeside promenade. 

 Lugano: Mediterranean flair with all the 
benefits of a city.
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 Taste my Swiss City.
Discover Switzerland’s cities afresh under a culinary perspective 
by following self-guided food tours.
MySwitzerland.com/tastemyswisscity

Book  

now at

tastemyswisscity.com
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Discover the culinary side of Switzerland’s cities on these 
food tours. Follow tips from the locals who reveal their  
favourite restaurants, cafés and bars. Try a local speciality, 
a drink or a snack at each stop. A fabulous food experience 
awaits you. Here’s how it works:

“I enjoy Geneva’s  
compact size as  
well as its social  

and cultural mix.”
Olivier, Geneva

“La Chaux-de-Fonds  
is multicultural,  
curious and colourful.  
This is reflected in the 

cuisine.”
Dominique, La Chaux-de-Fonds

“If you love art, cinema 
southern flair and life, 
you’ll love Locarno.”

Luca, Locarno

“Sitting outside one of the 
many old town restau-
rants, eating and simply 
enjoying life – that’s what 

Bern is all about.”
Dario, Bern

“For me, one of the 
city’s top culinary high-
lights is ‘Bachtelstein’ 
cheese from the Töss 

Valley.”
Katja, Winterthur

“Everything is close at 
hand and the views  
are spectacular – this  
is the Swiss Riviera.”

Raphaël, Lausanne

“A drink followed by  
a swim in the lakeside 
lido are another great 
way to experience  

Lucerne.”
Franziska, Lucerne

“For me, there’s nothing 
better than drinks  
and dinner by Lake 
Maggiore.”

Daniela, Ascona

“Neuchâtel to me means 
having your feet in the 
water and your head in 
the clouds.”

Guillaume, Neuchâtel

“Bellinzona’s castle  
walls hide a number of  
gastronomic treasures.”

Valentina, Bellinzona

“My favourite spots for  
a drink are the bistros 
of the Vieille-Ville.”

Michel, Fribourg

“I really enjoy a drink  
by the Rhine after  
I’ve been rowing.”

Lukas, Basel

“Lugano is a foodie par-
adise. With specia lities 
to be found at every 
turn, food is just part of 

the culture here.”
Ludmilla, Lugano

Choose a city and a date

+
Print or save 
your voucher

Go online Let’s go!Pay
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